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Abstract-Let A be a matrix in Crxp such that R&Z) > -l/2 for all the eigenvalues of A and 
let {fl(A,‘/2) (z)} be the normalized sequence of Laguerre matrix polynomials associated with A. In 
this paier, it is proved that n, (A,1/2) (x) = o(na(A)/z ln’-l(n)) and ni$,A+‘:/2’ (x) _ niA,1/2) (x) = 
o(n(a(A)-‘)/2 ln’-l(n)) uniformly on bounded intervals, where a(A) = max{Re(z); z eigenvalue 
of A}. @ 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords-Laguerre matrix polynomials, Gamma function, Asymptotics. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Laguerre matrix polynomials have been introduced and studied in [1,2]. As in the corresponding 
problem for scalar functions, see [3], the problem of the development of matrix functions in series 
of Laguerre matrix polynomials requires some new results about the matrix operational calculus 
not available in the literature. In this paper, we address the growth of Laguerre matrix polyno- 
mials on bounded intervals which plays an important role in the analysis of series expansions of 
Laguerre matrix polynomials. Section 2 of this paper is addressed to introduce the concept of 
asymptotic equal matrix sequences and the study of some asymptotic properties of the gamma 
matrix function. Section 3 deals with the growth of normalized Laguerre matrix polynomials on 
bounded intervals. 
Throughout this paper, for a matrix A in C”‘, its spectrum a(A) denotes the set of all the 
eigenvalues of A, and a(A) is the maximum of the set {Re(z); z E a(A)}. The 2-norm of A will 
be denoted by Ml = sup,+0 (llA412/11 II 1 z 2 , w ere h , f or any vector y in Cc’, llyll2 = (~~yl)l/~ is the 
Euclidean norm of y, [4]. If f(x) and g( ) z are holomorphic functions of the complex variable Z, 
which are defined in an open set R of the complex plane, and A is a matrix in CT” with a(A) CC R, 
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then from the properties of the matrix functional calculus [5, p. 5581, it follows that 
f(A) g(A) = g(A) f(A). (1.1) 
The reciprocal gamma function denoted by I’-‘(z) = l/I’( z is an entire function of the complex ) 
variable z. Then the image of r-i(z) acting on A, denoted by lT1(A), is a well-defined matrix. 
Furthermore, if 
A + nI is invertible for every integer n > 0, 
then l?(A) is invertible, its inverse coincides with I’-‘(A), and by [6, p. 2531, 
A(A + I) . . . (A + (n - 1)1) = l-‘-l(A + nI)l?(A), n 2 1. 
Taking into account the Schur decomposition of A, by [4, pp. 192-1931, it follows that 
‘-’ (IIAllr'/2t)k lletAII 5 etalA) 1 
k! ’ 
k=O 
t 2 0. 
In particular, if n > 1, nA = eAInn satisfies 
‘-’ (((A]]r’/21nn)k 
(InAll < natA) C 
k! ’ 
k=O 
n 2 1. 
If P and Q are commuting matrices in Vx’ such that 
P + nI, Q + nI, and P + Q + n1 are invertible for every integer n 2 0, 
where I is the identity matrix in Crx’, then 
B(P, Q) = wmaW~ + Q). 
In accordance with [7, p. 111, if z is a complex number z # -n, one gets 
zr(z) = oc) 
(14 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
(1.7) 
(1.8) 
where y is the Euler-Mascheroni constant. By (1.1) and (1.8), if A is a matrix in CrxT satisfy- 
ing (1.2), it follows that 
AI’(A) = emTA 
We recall that l?(1/2) = fi and 
(1.9) 
k integer, k 2 1, (1.10) 
see [8, p. 51. Finally, if A is a matrix in CrXr satisfying (1.2)) the nth Laguerre matrix polynomial 
is defined by 
L(A%) = k$o &;‘c;;! (A + I)n [(A + I)k]-1 Zk, 12 (1.11) 
where (A + & = (A + I) (A + 21) .. . (A + nI), n 2 1, (A + I)0 = I, see (11, and the nth Hermite 
matrix polynomial &(s, A) may be expressed using Rodrigues’ formula [9, p. 291, 
H,(x, A) = eAx2’2 (_l)n (+) --n’2 [g& .-mj . (1.12) 
2. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR OF 
GAMMA MATRIX FUNCTION 
We begin this section by extending the concept of asymptotic equal sequences of numbers, 
see [lo, p. 3141. 
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DEFINITION 1. Let {A,}, {&} be two sequences of eventually invertible matrices in CTxT. We 
say that {A,} is asymptotically equal to {&}, and we write A, M B, if lim,,, A,B;l = 1. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let A be a matrix in Crxr satisfying condition (1.2). Then 
I’(A + (n + 2)1) 
I?(n + 2) 
~ I’(A + (n + 1)1) 
r(n+l) ’ (2.1) 
In fact, by (1.2),(1.3) it follows that 
r(A+(n+2)1) r(A+(n+l)Q -I 
l?(n + 2) [ r(n + 1) I 
= I’(A)A(A + I) . . . (A + (n + 1)I) 
(n + l)! 
n! [lY(A)A(A + I) . . (A + nI)]-’ = I + & 
Hence, (2.1) is established 
DEFINIUON 2. Let {An} be a sequence of matrices in CTxT and Jet {cn} be a sequence of nonzero 
scalars. We say that {A,} is of the order of en, and we write A, = O(c,) if there exists K :> 0, 
independent of n, and no, such that 
n -> no. 
REMARK 1. Let {A,}, {a,} be matrix sequences in C”’ and let {c~} be a sequence of posit;ive 
numbers. If A, M B, and B, = O(cn), then 
Hence, A, = O(c,). 
THEOREM 1. Let A be a matrix in Cxp satisfying (1.2). Then 
l?(A + (n + 1)1) A 
r(72 + 1) 
Mn . (2.2) 
PROOF. By (1.2),(1.9), one gets 
Ar(A) = eFyA E [(I + $) epA/n]-1 = eeYA &ir g [(I + t>’ eAi’] (2.3) 
By (1.8) and the properties of the matrix functional calculus, if H, = CL=1 k-l, one gets 
e -yA = lim exp n+cc! 
-AH,+Aeln 
k=l 
(F)) = Jrir fi [(y)” @] (2.4) 
By (2.3),(2.4), one gets 
Al?(A) = hm ,;, c [ (If ,)*,-a/i (I+ $-leA’k] 
=;;h& fi [(1+;)*(I+$] =fj [(l+gA ci+:,‘i 
k=l 
(2.5) 
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Note that 
Ilmii[(j+t)-l(l + aq= $rnn [k(A+kI)-'(k + ~)~k-~] ,:, 
(2.6) 
= J.rnirnn!(n + l)A(A + I)-l(A + 21)-l.. . (A + nI)-l. 
By (2.5), (2.6), and (2.4), it follows that 
I’(A) = Jim n!(n + l)A A-’ (A + I)-l. 1. (A + nl)-’ 
= $-nirn n!(n + l)A [A (A + I) . . . (A + nI)]-’ 
Hence, 
= ,$nm n!(n + l)A [I’(A + (n + l)I)I’-‘(A)] -’ 
= /ima r-l(A + (n + 1)I) n! (n + l)A l?(A). 
and as 
JIW l?-‘(A + (n + l)I)n!(n f I)A = I, (2.7) 
by (2.7), one gets (2.2). I 
3. ON LAGUERRE MATRIX POLYNOMIALS 
The first result of this section provides an integral expression of Laguerre matrix polynomials 
which extends Uspensky’s formula given in 18, p. 941. 
LEMMA 1. Let A be a matrix in Cc”’ such that 
F&(z) > -f, for all t E g(A). (3.1) 
Then 
L(,4,‘/2)(2) = (-l)nr(A + (n + l)I)r-l(A + (l/2) ‘) ’ rl fi (2n)! s 
_1 (1 - t2)(A-(1’2)J) H2n (t&, I) dt. 
(3.2) 
PROOF. By (1.6), (1.7), (1.2), and (3.1), onegets 
s 1 -1 (1-t > - 2 CA (1/2)1)t2kdt =B 
J 1 _l (1 - t2)(A-(1’2)‘) I& @&,I) dz 
= t-V PQ g (L$~n2~~, 
J 1 -1 (1 _ t2)(A-(1/2)1) t2kdt 
= (-1)n (Zn)! 2 (-1)k2kZk 
k=o @kc)! (n - k)! 
(3.3) 
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(3.3)(cont.) 
By (1.11) and (3.3), one gets (3.2). 
I 
Given LiAA,A’(~), let IIiA”‘(~) be the nth normalized Laguerre matrix polynomial defined by 
IIcA”)(z) = X(A+‘)/2 (I’(n + l)l-'-'(A + (n + 1)1))1’2 LiA~x’(z), 72 
satisfying (see [l]): 
n’ote that under condition (3.1), by Lemma 1 and (3.4), one gets the integral expression 
l-@W) Z 
1 @+0/z 
a ( )= (-) 2 
[r+ + 1) r(A + cn + I)I)]~‘~ 
(sin 4)2AH~n (6~0s 4, I) d#. 
Taking into account Rodrigues’ formula (1.12) for Hermite matrix polynomials, one gets 
and since 
see [3, p. 5941, by (3.5) and Remark 1, it follows that 
r$/,A’l/2) cx) M  
+4+W 
J;; (-iyr- l ( A+ ;5I ’ ) nA12iT &(sin$)2AH2n (&p’) d$ 
By (3.6) and (1.5), it follows that 
J$AJ/2)(,) = 0 ( 12 &A)/2 in+‘(n)) uniformly in 10, h]. 
By (3.5), it follows that 
nL$:/2)(z) _ ~~%l/2)(z) = 2w(T)‘2 r-1 (A + i) { [r(A f (n + 2)1) r-yn + 2)] ‘I2 
. (-r+l s, 
A (n+l)! 
(qn + I))! J%+u ( &g4) (sin4)2Adb, 
-(-l)n Cr(A + (n + l)I)??-l(n + 1)]1’2 IT & Hzn (&g”“) (sinq5)“” @I} 
By (3.8), Example 1, Definition 2, and Therorem 1, one gets 
(3’.4J 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
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(-l)n+l 
(2n + 2)! 
(n + l)! I&+2(Z) - $$ n!&,(z) I q, 7x2 1. (3.10) 
BY (3.9), (3.10), and (1.5), one gets 
rI$+‘“)(x) - III (/J/2+$ = 0 (I/#-l)/$ ) uniformly for 0 5 z 5 h, (3.11) 
l-I$;‘“)(x) - l-I ;AA’1/2)(2) = 0 (n (4A)--1)/2 ln’-l(q) , uniformly for 0 5 z < h. (3.12) 
Summarizing, the following result has been established. 
THEOREM 2. Let A be a matrix in CTxT satisfying (3.1) and let h > 0. Then (3.7) and (3.12) 
hold. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
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